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Fill in information

Sarah gets the passport 
from the reception, and 
fills in the personal infor-
mation under the guid-
ance of the staff.



Name:

Age:

Lifestyle:
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Sarah reads the information on the 
sticker while waiting for the test.

The nurse prints a sticker out 
which is corresponding to the 
test she is going to do and put 
it on her passport.

“Next, you’re going to do the 
Echocardiogram examination. 
You can read the information 
of the test on this sticker."

“Oh I see, so I will do 
the test like this...”

Be Informed Before the Test



Paste the stickers here

Introduce and record the test you will experience.

Paste the stickers here



Paste the stickers here Paste the stickers here

Introduce and record the test you will experience.



After the test, Sarah goes 
back to the doctor. The 
doctor explains the results 
by filling the feedback 
part on the sticker.

... ...
...

The doctor gives Sarah a 
comprehensive diagnose 
and writes it on the pass-
port, and he also ex-
plains the state of illness 
through some drawings.

Get Clear Feedback After the test
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The questions you may want to ask:
     what causes my symtoms?
     what treatment option do I have?
     what risks do I have?

Detailed conversation about your current situation and give diagnosis
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Medicine name

Frequency:

Taking time:
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Medicine name

Frequency:

Taking time:

Medicine name

Frequency:

Taking time:

The questions you may want to ask:
     why do we choose these medicines?
     what effect and side-effect do they have?
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If you want to get more detailed information, find the material on NHS digitial website.
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Paste the stickers here Paste the stickers here
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If you want to get more detailed information, find the material on NHS digitial website.

Paste the stickers here Paste the stickers here



Sarah fills in the life 
condition information 
at the beginning of 
the planing part, like 
her hobbies, habits 
and supporting rela-
tionships.

Sarah goes back 
home and easily 
record her life on the 
agenda, which is 
helpful for her to 
progress and adjust 
treatment plan with 
the doctor. 

The doctor gives in-
structions and advice 
based on Sarah’s per-
sonal situation. They 
make plans and set up 
goals together on the 
passport.

Co-planning with the Doctor



drinking

staying up late 

irregular eating 

eat much sugar,cheese, 
butter everyday 

eat vegetables

walking (the dog)

other 

drawing singing

gardening 

housekeeping 

taking exercise

instrument

shopping

going to supermarket

other 

smartphone

social media radio

community activity

newspaper

Television

computer

other 
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Help you find out what you can do to strengthen your body as well as mental health at home



Provide some activities which you can take part in to restore your health
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GCBM+B8'5
 functional movement classes

 hiking activity, bikingSocial activities  

golf,exercise 

Dancing,exercise, traveling,handcrafts

All kinds of activities
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lunch club,coffee
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Emergency services
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Baking, flower arranging, arts,crafts,gardening



Letʼs think about who can 
support me....

community/ organization

Close relationship

Who & how

Who & how

Who & how

Who & how

Who & how
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Find out the people who can help you during the treatment
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Help you to make plan from different categories
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Record your process of rehabilitation at home 
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Record your process of rehabilitation at home 
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Record your process of rehabilitation at home 
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